Polycyclic hydrocarbons have received great attention due to their potential role in organic electronics and, for open-shell systems with unpaired electron densities, in spintronics and data storage. However, the intrinsic instability of polyradical hydrocarbons severely limits detailed investigations of their electronic structure. Here, we report the on-surface synthesis of These polymers present a low band gap when adsorbed on Au(111). Moreover, their pronounced antiaromaticity and radical character, elucidated by ab initio calculations, make them promising candidates for applications in electronics and spintronics. Further, they provide a rich playground to explore magnetism in low-dimensional organic nanomaterials.
INTRODUCTION
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have received tremendous attention in recent decades due to their possible use as active layers in electronic devices. Depending on their size and geometry, they show diverse optical and chemical properties, but also offer various synthetic challenges. 1 Due to increased intrinsic reactivity, these challenges become serious in the case of antiaromatic and/or open-shell systems. This calls for special synthetic techniques and tools, 2, 3 and in some cases alternative strategies with respect to traditional solution chemistry. [4] [5] [6] [7] One such strategy is on-surface synthesis, 8 which enables the fabrication of (macro)molecular architectures that are difficult or impossible to realize in solution. On-surface synthesis has been extensively used for the fabrication of one-and two-dimensional (1D and 2D) materials, with a broad spectrum of chemical reactions to achieve covalently bonded structures under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions or at the solid-liquid or solid-vapor interface. [9] [10] [11] [12] Careful design of the precursor molecules allows specific products to be achieved, permitting the fine tuning of the structural, electronic and magnetic properties. The most representative on-surface reactions are dehalogenative aryl-aryl coupling (Ullmann-type coupling) 13 and cyclodehydrogenation, 14 which have been applied to the fabrication of a variety of graphene-related materials, especially graphene nanoribbons (GNRs). 15 On-surface synthe-sis is also suited to fabricate intrinsically reactive molecular systems, due to the stabilization offered by the substrate and the UHV conditions. This advantage is of particular interest in dealing with antiaromatic or open-shell systems, and may contribute to establish new research opportunities in terms of chemical reactivity and unique electronic and magnetic properties in π-extended nanostructures.
Among the promising systems that would benefit from surface stabilization, indenofluorenes are of central importance and are emerging as carbon-based nanomaterials with intriguing properties. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] They are non-alternant, non-benzenoid polycyclic hydrocarbons (PCHs)
formed by a conjugated array of fused 6-5-6-5-6 rings with quinoidal bond pattern (see Scheme 1a). According to Hückel's rule, the presence of 20 π-electrons renders them antiaromatic. Indenofluorenes may help to provide answers to fundamental questions about electronic configuration and reactivity in expanded, conjugated structures. Despite significant synthetic challenges, in the past few years derivatives of the five indenofluorene regioisomers have been synthesized in solution upon stabilization by protecting groups located at the most reactive sites, and characterized in detail. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Setting aside the recognition from organic chemistry, only a few works report indenofluorenes on surfaces, 24,25 although they offer unique opportunities for chemical and physical studies of highly reactive materials.
Given the potential of these molecules, it is also a challenge to target extended nano-arrays, e.g. polymers composed of indenofluorenes as repetitive units. Very recently, we described the on-surface synthesis and characterization of 1D polymers made from two of the five possible indenofluorene isomers, indeno[1,2-b]fluorene and indeno[2,1-a]fluorene. 24 However, the monomer design led to regioisomerism and failed to afford perfect structures. Further, the polymers were found to have a relatively large band gap of 2.3 eV and a closed-shell electronic configuration. Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations revealed that, among the five possible indenofluorene isomers, indeno [2,1-b] fluorene (IF) possesses one of the highest biradical character (y = 0.645). 26 A gain in aromatic sextets (from one to three) upon formal loss of a π-bond when transforming the closed-into the open-shell resonance structure provides an explanation to this phenomenon (Scheme 1a). 26, 27 IF has a core structure of metaquinodimethane (or s-indacene) which is highly reactive. 28 Tobe and co-workers achieved the synthesis and characterizations of IF using bulky mesityl groups at the five-membered ring apices for steric protection of radical sites. 19 IF was reported to have a singlet-triplet gap of -0.18 eV and a low electrochemical gap of 1.26 eV. 19 Theoretical studies have compared its local aromaticity with that of its isomers and also predicted promising optical properties.
26,29
Here, we aim at the formation of 1D polymers made of pristine IF units, i.e. without any protecting group at the five-membered rings. Starting from 4,4''-dibromo-4',6'-dimethyl-1,1':3',1''-terphenyl as the monomer (1 in Scheme 1b) on Au(111) under UHV conditions, we exploit the well-known dehalogenative aryl-aryl coupling to link the repeating units in a covalent fashion, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] and use the methyl groups to selectively form five-membered rings via oxidative ring closure. 24 We demonstrate the successful on-surface synthesis of polymers consisting of QPlus tuning fork sensor. 40 The tip was functionalized with a single CO molecule at the tip apex picked up from the previously CO-dosed surface. 41 The sensor was driven at its resonance frequency (27043 Hz) with a constant amplitude of 70 pm. The frequency shift from resonance of the tuning fork was recorded in constant-height mode using Omicron Matrix electronics and HF2Li PLL by Zurich Instruments. The Δz is positive (negative) when the tipsurface distance is increased (decreased) with respect to the STM setpoint at which the feedback loop is open.
Computational details.
The equilibrium geometries of the molecules adsorbed on the Au(111) surface and the corresponding STM images were calculated with the CP2K code 42 implementing DFT. We used the PBE functional with addition of van der Waals corrections. The surface/adsorbate systems were modeled with a slab consisting of 4 atomic layers of Au. Geometry optimizations were performed by keeping the bottom two layers of the slab fixed to ideal bulk positions. For the simulation of the AFM images, we used an empirical model mimicking the CO functionalized tip via two probe particles. The natural orbital occupations and NICS zz were calculated at the LC-UBLYP/6-311+G** level of theory for the isolated oligomers optimized at the U(R)B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory. For complete details, see Supporting Information Section 2.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The on-surface reactions affording indenofluorene-based polymers are studied by depositing a submonolayer coverage of monomer 1 onto a clean Au (111) Further annealing of the surface to 250 ºC produces a remarkable change in the appearance of the polymers (see Supporting Figure S1 , where large scale STM images at all the investigated temperatures are reported). The Au(111) (22×√3) surface reconstruction is now restored, and the polymers, no longer assembled into islands, meander over the substrate (Figure 1e ). These observations suggest that bromine atoms have desorbed from the gold substrate, as is ex-pected at this annealing temperature. 43 The nc-AFM image in Figure 1g reveals the structural details of a polymer segment. Each unit is composed of a sequence of fused 6-5-6-5-6 rings,
indicating that the cyclization of the methyl groups toward the neighboring aromatic rings has occurred. 24 Noticeably, the apices of all five-membered rings appear brighter. This suggests that while one hydrogen atom has been removed from each methyl group in the cyclization process, two of them are still connected to the carbon atom, in agreement with previous studies reporting the brighter imaging of 2H-functionalized carbon atoms by nc-AFM. 25, 44 Based on this assumption, we simulated the nc-AFM image (Figure 1h ) of the suggested structure The spectra are vertically shifted for clarity.
Lateral fusion into porous ribbons
To further dehydrogenate the newly formed five-membered rings of 3 toward the targeted sp 2 -conjugated IF polymer 4, the substrate was annealed at 310 ºC. Figure   2b ). The average length of 6 is 10 nm, with a maximum observed length of 30 nm. Around 21% of the molecular units (out of more than 3000) form the ribbons 6, while the rest remains in chains of type 3.
Dehydrogenation of the polymeric chains towards the formation of 4 (activation barrier of 1.62 eV, as from Supporting Figure S6a ) could be sufficient to initiate the lateral fusion into ribbons, given the low energy barrier needed for such a coupling (0.56 eV, Supporting Figure   S6c ). However, because the polymers present at this stage of the reaction are still of type 3, the formation of 6 has to proceed via an alternative pathway with a lower activation barrier.
To investigate this possibility, we performed calculations for the dehydrogenation of molecular units on Au(111) in proximity to a gold adatom (Supporting Figure S6b) . In this scenario, the dehydrogenation of 2H-IF into IF requires only 1.52 eV. We know that this mechanism can only take place if the residence time of the gold adatoms next to the chains is long enough, given the high mobility of such adatoms on the (111) surface (diffusion barrier of 0.22 eV). 45 We speculate that this criterion is fulfilled when an adatom is confined between two polymers of type 3 close to each other, providing a route to their lateral fusion via dehy- 
Formation of poly-IF
Annealing of the surface to 360 ºC produces partial changes in the morphology of single chains, which are almost complete at 410 ºC (Figure 3a) . The nc-AFM image in Figure 3b and the corresponding scheme in Figure 3c Figure S5 . There, we present charge density difference plots for both cases, which reveal that in the case of tilted IF units a chemisorption contribution to the polymer-substrate interaction emerges. Moreover, we exclude that the tilted units could host carbene functionalities (formed via complete dehydrogenation of the carbon atoms at the five-membered rings' apices), as the energy barrier to complete dehydrogenation is too high to be accessible at the annealing temperatures applied in experiment (Supporting Figure   S6a ).
The IF polymers coexist with an increased amount of 6 due to enhanced lateral fusion at high- Figure S7 ). Also, not every chain is laterally fused into 6 because of the limited chain mobility on the surface after coupling reactions pinning their ends.
To investigate the electronic properties of the indeno[2,1-b]fluorene polymers we performed STS measurements on a flat unit (we could not obtain clear spectroscopic signals on a tilted unit, presumably due to increased interaction with the substrate). We detected peaks in the dI/dV spectrum at -0.2 V and +0.2 V (Figure 3l ). Constant-height dI/dV maps at these energies match the calculated LDOS maps (Figure 3m-p) . This demonstrates the successful formation of a polymer with exceedingly low band gap of 0.4 eV on Au(111). The trend of experimental band gaps measured on Au(111) for 3, 4 and 6 is reproduced well by the corresponding DFT-calculated gap values, reported in Supporting Figure S4 . 
Theoretical characterization of the electronic structure of poly-IF
Accessing the magnetic structure of open-shell systems with scanning probe techniques represents a challenge due to the extremely weak magnetic anisotropy of graphene-related structures. 46 Therefore, we performed DFT calculations at the (U)B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory for an IF pentamer in gas phase to elucidate its electronic ground state. Our calculations
reveal that the open-shell singlet state is more stable than the closed-shell state by 0.42 eV.
Moreover, the spin density of the open-shell singlet state is mainly located at the apices of five-membered rings (Figure 4a ), in line with Clar's theory. The geometry of the gas phase pentamer, optimized at the UB3LYP/6-311G** level, indicates that every other unit is twisted with respect to its neighbors such that the dihedral angle of the unit is ~35°. 
The natural orbital occupation numbers were obtained within the unrestricted density functional theory 47 at the LC-UBLYP/6-311+G** level of theory. The number of odd electrons per monomer (bottom row) was estimated from the occupation numbers with the expression proposed by Head-Gordon. 48 To characterize the degree of antiaromaticity of poly-IF, we performed nucleus-independent chemical shift (NICS) 49 ter, a phenomenon rarely studied in organic chemistry.
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